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      Lancaster University Investments 2020 An Investigation into the Social Responsability of Lancaster University’s Investments as of 1st January 2020 Eleanor Worrell, Skander Manaa, Pablo J. Bilbao, Anne Risse, Josh Foster, and Ondřej Bočeka) (Dated: 23 June 2020) We report on our findings of Lancaster University’s investments as of 2020. We report on current holdings where investment should be continued and increased and recommend key areas to divest from in the University’s four main investment funds. We also make recommendations for the improvement of the University’s environmental record beyond the scope of this report. 1. Introduction First, we determined that any company which manufactured equipment whose main role was for The investments made by Lancaster University are military purposes will be counted in. For exam- an important factor for the sustainability of the in- ple this rule would include a company like Airbus stitution. It is therefore a suitable means to make whose, whilst their main production is commer- a positive impact by providing targeted support cial aviation, heavy involvement in the military to sustainable industries instead of ones that are sector would, in our view, still classify them nega- environmentally and socially harmful. tively. An important distinction to mention is that At present approximately half of universities companies which provide services to Airbus would in the UK have made a commitment to divest not be automatically counted in unless they fulfil from fossil fuels [1]. This does not currently in- contracts directly related to weapons or military clude Lancaster University. Of 154 universities in manufacturing. the UK, the University ranks at just 91 in Peo- ple and Planet’s sustainability league table [2]. Secondly, following the same reasoning behind As a University, not investing in fossil fuels and the presented military case, we agreed that due weapons production and instead supporting green to the complexity of our current energy industry businesses could make Lancaster University a pio- it is impossible to completely disassociate any in- neer in this field. In addition to protecting people dustrial or company operations from carbon emit- and the environment, it would also have the ad- ting industries. Still we decided to establish cri- vantage of making the University more attractive teria which clearly separated industries directly or for students and researchers, as society’s awareness closely involved in fossil fuel or high pollutant sec- of this issue has grown steadily in recent years. tors from those that were less involved. We can In this paper we outline our methodology and illustrate this with an example: any company that report on the general results of our findings as well provides direct services to oil or gas drilling would as key areas to divest from. We also give recom- be counted in the same manner as the companies mendations of promising investment alternatives directly taking part in those operations. This in- that can improve the University’s environmental cludes companies whose main products are chem- record. icals for fracking, engineering supplies for oilfield drilling, or any other service vital to the opera- 2. Methodology and Criteria tion. Moreover, it was decided to include holdings whose profits originate from any fossil fuel burning We read through the annual reports of particu- for energy production or the production of refined lar investment funds searching for companies that goods from petrochemicals. Conversely a company fit the criteria we outline in this section, be it di- that, for example, produced pipes, some of which rect investments in oil drilling or manufacturing of were sold to fracking companies, would not be in- drilling equipment, military-sector-related compa- cluded. We examined every holding individually nies, and finally green-energy-related companies. on these grounds. When defining the criteria, our focus is heav- Some funds held by the University are composed ily centred around evaluating these holdings with of hundreds of diversified investments, with very respect to what we considered ethical and envi- different criteria as to how they are agglomerated ronmental factors. As these terms are relatively together. A famous and well-established tag is “so- ambiguous, and for sake of clarity, a clear explana- cially responsible” Exchange-Traded Fund (ETF), tion of our criteria is provided here. These criteria which is a mere blanket term. Many banks that were discussed at length among the authors of this offer such ETFs have very different definitions of work and the final criteria employed for this work what counts as “socially responsible”. For ex- were the result of compromises between different ample the UBS fund: “UBS MSCI United King- views. dom IMI, Socially Responsible UCITS ETF, Shs Class -A- GBP ETF, UBS (Ireland) ETF PLC, BMP3HN9” count “socially responsible” as com- panies that make less than half their total profits a) Electronic mail: o.bocek@lancaster.ac.uk through fossil fuel industries. For this reason we 1 Lancaster University Investments 2020 also examined these funds and their holdings in holdings and 2.46% in green energy holdings. For as much detail as possible. We still did not pro- Cazenove–Hervouet, it was 3.71%, 0% and 2.32% vide an exhaustive analysis of those funds and it is respectively. very likely that a significant portion of investments As mentioned in Section 2, some holdings were were not accounted for in our final analysis excluded since they were not directly related to Finally, we must mention that in our analysis fossil fuels or the military sector. Here we do we certainly did not include all investments which not refer solely to, for instance, mining comapnies. damage environment and cause climate change. In this report we fully omitted any human-rights- For instance, we excluded mining companies, for related controversies. For example funds offered these do not fall into fossil-fuels category. by HSBC. The moral justifiability of investing into those funds is disputable due to HSBC’s extensive 3. Results involvement in Saudi Arabia and the current role 3.1. Overview of the bank in Hong Kong’s political independence. Out of the £3,239,400.57 the University invested From those not included, we would like to em- in the year 2019, £252,198.34 (7.79%) went into phasise the EasyJet company, part of the Cazen- investment funds which hold positions in fossil ove–Iredell investment fund. While air-transport fuel-related companies, £99,321.66 (3.07%) into companies are not directly involved in oil-drilling, investment funds which invested in military sector- they are huge consumers of oil. Also part of the related companies, and £115,075 (3.55%) into Cazenove–Iredell fund are HSBC holdings. We feel investment funds which invest in green energy- obliged to highlight this bank, for they increased related companies. their investments into fossil fuel related companies Out of the four investment portfolios we had ac- even after the 2016 Paris Agreement. cess to (Cazenove–Iredell, Cazenove–Richardson, 3.2. Key Areas of Investment & Cazenove–Hervouet, and Brooks Macdonald), Divestment Brooks Macdonald had the highest percentage of 3.2.1. Cazenove-Iredell fossil fuel related (13.59%) and military sector (4.7%) holdings. Furthermore, Brooks Macdonald With 66 different holdings, Cazenove-Irredell is also had zero shares in any green energy-related the most diversified of the University’s portfolios. companies. By comparison, the Cazenove–Iredell Cazenove-Iredell’s largest holdings are in invest- investment fund, which accounted for nearly half ment funds, all of which have diversified holdings, of all the money invested in holdings by the Uni- sometimes made up of thousands of miniature in- versity, invested 3.61% into fossil-fuels-related po- vestments ranging from companies to other invest- sitions, 2.30% into military-sector-related posi- ment funds. By diluting investments in this man- tions and 6.79% into green-energy-related posi- ner, it becomes challenging for the University both tions. Regarding the other two funds, the per- to control and oversee its money, as investment centages for Cazenove–Richardson are 4.84% in funds require incredible amounts of time and ef- fossil fuel related holdings, 0% in military sector fort to analyse fully. Cazenove-Iredell Cazenove-Richardson Cazenove-Hervouet Wincanton PLC Schroder Diversified Alternative Kames Ethical Equity Fund TP ICAP PLC Schroder QEP Global ESG Schroder Responsible Value UK HSBC UBS ETF – MSCI World Socially Responsible UBS MSCI UK IMI Fortera PLC Schroder Global Sustainable Growth UBS ETF MSCI EMU Socially Responsible Bodycote PLC UBS ETF – MSCI Emerging Markets Socially Responsible UBS MSCI Japan Socially Responsible BAE Systems UBS ETF – MSCI USA Socially Responsible UBS ETF MSCI Emerging Markets Socially Responsible Melrose Industries PLC UBS ETF – MSCI EMU Socially Responsible Schroder Global Sustainable Growth QinetiQ Group PLC UBS MSCI UK IMI UBS ETF – MSCI World Socially Responsible Schroder Responsible Value UK Schroder QEP Global ESG Kames Ethical Equity Fund Schroder Diversified Alternative TABLE I: Recommendations for assets to divest from for the Cazenove-Iredell, Cazenove-Richardson and Cazenove-Hervouet investment companies. Our recommendation for this portfolio is that from the assets shown in Table I. the University divest from all investment funds, unless it is clear that the fund does not invest in We recommend the University continue and in- companies that have any stake in the fossil fuel crease their investments into entirely clean invest- industry. Furthermore, with activities that range ment funds, such as: Foresight Solar Fund Lim- from direct fossil fuel extraction and production ited, FP WHEB Sustainability Fund, Greencoat of weaponry to support for the fossil fuel and UK Wind PLC and Octopus Renewable Infras- weapons industries, we also recommend divesting tructure 2 Lancaster University Investments 2020 3.2.2. Cazenove-Richardson ued to fund the expansion and continuation of fos- The Cazenove-Richardson portfolio accounts for sil fuel related activities and services. We found about £130,000 of the University’s total invest- that of the £3.2 million, 10.86% was still invested ments. Apart from two relatively minor cash hold- in fossil and the military sector, while only 3.55% ings, the entirety of the Cazenove-Richardson’s was used in green energy. holdings are in investment funds. Due to the increasing urgency to reduce emis- As previously mentioned, we recommend divest- sions [3] to net zero in the coming decades we see ing out of any investment fund which invests any redirection of investment into development of the percentage of their money into environmentally green infrastructure necessary to meet the energy detrimental activities. We recommend the Uni- demand that can no longer be provided by fossil fu- versity divest from the investment funds shown els. Therefore, in conjunction with the divestment in Table I in particular, as we have found clear recommended we see that a shift to sustainable and non-negligible traces of holdings in the fossil- investment and research is necessary to secure the fuel/weapons industry. energy and resource demands of the future. Our investment recommendations for the In line with this goal, the following is a rough Cazenove-Richardson portfolio are that the Uni- plan for the direction the University could take: versity continue and increase their investments into entirely clean investment funds, such as Fore- 1. Divest completely from fossil fuel related en- sight Solar Fund Limited. terprises: divesting from these and invest- ing in greener alternatives which are already 3.2.3. Cazenove-Hervouet present in the market (see reference [4]) will The Cazenove–Hervouet portfolio stands at almost improve the environmental record for the £200,000 of holdings and is made up almost en- University. tirely of investment funds, apart from two items listed as cash holdings. 2. Invest in nuclear projects: current nuclear As previously mentioned, we recommend di- technology appears to be the only viable en- vesting out of any investment fund which invests ergy source to substitute fossil fuels and sup- any percentage of their money into environmen- port renewable energy production in power- tally detrimental activities. We recommend the ing the country [5]. University divest from the investment funds in Table I in particular, as we have found clear 3. Invest in companies developing vertical and non-negligible traces of holdings in the fossil- farming and hydroponics: climate change fuel/weapons industry. poses a threat to our global food system [6–8] therefore alternative agricultural industries Our investment recommendations for the will be in high demand. Cazenove-Hervouet portfolio are that the Univer- sity continue and increase their investments into 4. Invest in companies developing battery tech- entirely clean investment funds such as Foresight nology: as the share of electricity coming Solar Fund Limited from renewable sources increases the mar- 3.2.4. Brooks Macdonald ket relating to these technologies will become Finally, the Brooks Macdonald portfolio, made up increasingly profitable. Further advances in of around £1.3 million, contains investment funds this field, such as carbon based batteries, will holdings as well as a single holding of cash. As pre- make an investment into this area even more viously mentioned, we recommend divesting out of lucrative. any investment fund which invests any percentage 5. Include student representation in the Uni- of their money into environmentally detrimental versity’s investments committee and pub- activities. We recommend the University divest licly release investments annually: providing from all of its investment funds, as we have found transparency and enabling the input of stu- clear and non-negligible traces of holdings in the dents and staff will facilitate screening for fossil-fuel/weapons industry in every single invest- fossil and weapon related industries. ment fund listed. Furthermore, we recommend that the Univer- The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate sity, in line with our general recommendations Change’s urgent recommendation of reaching net found in the concluding chapter of this paper, in- zero in 20-35 years for as little as a 50-50 chance to vest more locally and directly in companies that keep below 1.5 degrees of warming [3] gives us very have positive environmental impacts. little time to replace our energy production infras- tructure and staying below 1.5 degrees is our safest 4. Conclusions and Recommendations bet to avoid catastrophic runaway climate change Through our research we have demonstrated that, [9]. As we have outlined in this report, reinvest- despite outward displays of efforts to reduce their ing into markets which support these endeavours carbon footprint, Lancaster University has contin- will not only be a secure financial investment but 3 Lancaster University Investments 2020 will also be an opportunity for Lancaster Univer- investopedia . com / articles / stocks / 07 / sity to put itself at the forefront of green and eco- green-industries.asp. investing, becoming one of the few institutions in 5. Department for Business, E. I. S. RAB the UK to completely phase out fossil and weapons MODEL FOR NUCLEAR - Consultation on industries from their portfolios and actively invest a RAB model for new nuclear projects. in green alternatives. 6. Porter, J. e. a. Executive Summary, in : Chap- ter 7: Food Security and food production Bibliography systems, in IPCC AR5 WG2 2014, 488–489 (2014). 1. 4. Ethical Investment People Planet, Nov. 2016. https : / / peopleandplanet . org / 7. Peña-Lévano, L. M., Taheripour, F. & Tyner, university - league / methodology / 4 - W. E. Climate change interactions with agri- ethical-investment (2020). culture, forestry sequestration, and food secu- rity. Environmental and Resource Economics 2. People Planet University League Peo- 74, 653–675 (2019). ple Planet, July 2019. https : / / 8. Rojas, M., Lambert, F., Ramirez-Villegas, J. & peopleandplanet.org/university-league. Challinor, A. J. Emergence of robust precipi- tation changes across crop production areas in 3. On Climate Change, I. P. Global Warming of the 21st century. Proceedings of the National 1.5o C Summary For Policy Makers (2018). Academy of Sciences 116, 6673–6678 (2019). 9. Lenton, T. M. et al. Climate tipping 4. McWhinney, J. Top Green Investing Op- points—too risky to bet against (2019). portunities Mar. 2020. https : / / www . 4 
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